Abstract When analyzing geographical phenomena, two properties need to be considered. One is the spatial dependence structure and the other is a variation or an uncertainty inhibited in a geographic space. Two problems are encountered due to the properties. Firstly, spatial dependence structure, which is conceptualized as spatial autocorrelation, generates heterogeneous geographic landscape in a spatial process. Secondly, generic statistics, although suitable for dealing with stochastic uncertainty, tacitly ignores location information implicit in spatial data. GIS is a versatile tool for manipulating locational information, while spatial statistics are suitable for investigating spatial uncertainty. Therefore, integrating spatial statistics to GIS is considered as a plausible strategy for appropriately understanding geographic phenomena of interest. Geographic hot-spot analysis is a key tool for identifying abnormal locations in many domains (e.g., criminology, epidemiology, etc.) and is one of the most prominent applications by utilizing the integration strategy. The article aims at reviewing spatial statistical perspective for analyzing spatial processes in the framework of GIS by carrying out empirical analysis. Illustrated is the analysis procedure of using spatial scan statistic for detecting clusters in the framework of GIS.
Introduction
Most phenomena observed in geographic vessels such as disease/crime incidents in urban areas have intrinsically spatial nature. The spatial nature makes it significant to deal with underlying processes in a special framework like spatial analysis due to two distinctive properties inherent spatial data [19] . Firstly, observations distributed over geographical space are interrelated to other nearby observations. This property is based on the so-called first law of geography that the things closer together tend to be more similar than those farther apart [24] . This property leads to the spatial dependence structure among observations, establishing a fundamental conceptual ground for requiring special framework of spatial data analysis [6, 10] . 1) Eventually, there is no room for considering the term 'spatial' as special in analyzing spatial data if the relationships among geographic observations are homogeneous regardless of spatial proximity quantified mostly as distances among observations. Secondly, the spatially heterogeneous relationships among geographic incidents are stochastic in the occurrence. This implies that statistical variability or uncertainty inherent in spatial data needs to be methodologically accounted for in spatial analysis [17, 21] .
The two properties in spatial phenomena necessitates the special framework for analyzing spatial data, attracting significant research interests in many relevant fields [5] . Most highlighted methodological focus among others is to incorporate various statistical measures to GIS. Statistics have the well-established theoretical and empirical advantages in dealing with stochastic processes characterized by variability of uncertainty, while GIS is systematically equipped with various means for analyzing, visualizing spatial data and broadening the process of hypothesis testing [1, 9] .
Statistical techniques, however, have a fundamental problem of assuming independence among observed data. If the assumption is violated, increased substantially is the possibility that generic statistical methods may lead researchers to wrong conclusions [20, 21] . This is due mostly to the fact that observations at nearby locations are not independent as discussed above [9] . Spatial statistics explicitly considers the geographic locations information in the definition of relevant measure. GIS provides versatile, analytical tools for efficiently handling locational information. Considering respective advantages together, spatially stochastic data can be properly analyzed in the framework of combining statistics with GIS [1, 20] .
In other perspective, research highlights in the spatial statistics literature are put on identifying local anomalies in addition to gauging the overall or global trend of interested geographic phenomena [23, 22, 15] . Most statistical results are presented in the form of descriptive measures such as average, standard deviation, range, etc., as a representative 1) The spatial dependence structure often refers to as 'spatial autocorrelation', the term defining the degree of similarity among geographically adjacent observations. The similarity is often due to a spatial spillover effect and/or distance decay effect (Getis, 1999 
Methodology
To define spatial scan statistic, required are location information on cases and controls. In the con- Figure 1 .
If more cases are located inside the circled window than the counterparts outside and as the likelihood ratio increases, the probability that incidents inside may not happen purely by chance also increases. Then, the statistic is simply defined as the maximum value of the likelihood ratio as denoted in Eq(2).
2) The integration of spatial statistics (spatial scan statistic in this paper) and GIS is based on tight-coupling strategy (Malczewski, 1999 Figure 2 shows the study area partitioned in zip code boundaries. The three circles represent the location and the size of the first, the second, and the third clusters detected. In the left side map of Figure   4 ) It is fortunate that the spatial scan statistic is not exposed to the multiple testing problems since the statistical significance of the statistic is tested only for the maximum one and therefore the complicated issues of applying Bonferroni adjustment for multiple hypothesis testings are conveniently avoidable.
Empirical analysis and interpretation
5) Sometimes, it is addressed that comparing the second, the third maximums to the first one to test the statistical significances is too conservative. 6) The website is http://www.health.state.ny.us/nysdoh/cancer/csii/nyscsii.htm. The information of clusters is summarized in 
The notation of Eq. (3) is presented in Figure 1 .
The relative risk in subregion i indicates that how deviant observed case counts are from expected condition. Expected condition is simply the per capita counts in consideration of population size in each subregion. The relative risk in this cluster is about 7 times bigger than the county-wide one. Secondary clusters also shows higher rate of relative risk than the county-wide rate.
One thing that should be noted is that socio-demographic characteristics were not adjusted due to some limitations in this study. Table 2 . Log Likelihood Ratio of detected clusters and associated p-values Fig.3 . Detailed map of detected clusters boundary, the rate of white female to overall female is over 95%. Thus, it is probable that the adjustment by race in female population would not make a significant difference in detecting clusters. Data availability was another limitation in adjusting process.
In Figure 3 , the municipal boundaries that contain the clusters with statistical significance are Amherst, Tonawanda, Clarence, Cheektowaga and Lancaster area, which are suburbs neighboring the City of Buffalo. It looks that second cluster is very close to the first one and it covers a wide extents of adjacent geographies. The possible inference is that zip code in the first cluster may have strong influence to nearby zip codes contained in the second cluster which are also statistically significance (p-value less than 0.01 in Table 2 )
One final note is that analysis was carried out by making a stand-alone GIS program that implements spatial scan statistic. 
Conclusion and discussions
In this paper, integrating spatial statistics to GIS was highlighted as a spatial analysis strategy. Finally, the demonstration of taking advantage of integration strategy was for spatial epidemiology, but the strategy can be fruitfully extended to other relevant domains of spatial analysis. Crime hot-spots detection, for example, has been increasingly routine in a police department, aiding to inform police officers to make rational decisions associated with patrol resource redistributions or restructuring of police precincts. It is not quite recent that GIS has been adopted as a ordinary tool for the tasks. Further research efforts for extending the strategy to a variety of application domains are worth making for enhancing informed decision-making processes.
